1. All valve and access vaults on mains to be abandoned are to be abandoned per this detail.

2. See main abandonment schedule this detail for mains to be abandoned.

3. Coordinate valve closure and abandonment w/engineer.

4. Valves smaller than 16”:
   A. Remove valve box to 3’ min. below ground surface.
   B. Fill hole with concrete to ground surface in pavement.

5. Valves outside of paved areas:
   A. For valves smaller than 16”, see note 4A.
   B. Fill to within 12” of ground surface w/sand.
   C. Fill top 12” with topsoil and seed with grass.

6. Typical valve and vault 16” and larger to be abandoned are shown on the drawings as follows:
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   A. Some valves in Hemplill PS yard area have electrical valve operations. Disconnect electrical connections at near and far (source) ends. Remove electric and extended bonnet and return to the DOW operator.

7. Typical valves smaller than 16” to be abandoned are shown on the drawings as follows:
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   This detail was taken from the City of Atlanta’s website. It may have been modified and should be reviewed thoroughly.